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Motivation: Earth’s energy imbalance
• The small imbalance (~1 W/m2) between incoming solar irradiance and Earth outgoing 

energy (solar reflected + Earth’s thermal emission) drives climate change

• Current space-based assets cannot quantify Earth’s outgoing radiation well enough to 
resolve the Earth energy imbalance from space

• RAVAN is an Earth radiation (energy) budget constellation pathfinder

TSI/4≈
341 W/m2

TSI = Total Solar Irradiance
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TOE = Total Outgoing Energy RAVAN-like constellation

RAVAN



• RAVAN (InVEST-2012) launched Nov 11, 2016 and is still operating
� Four radiometers working; one (of two) gallium black bodies failed
� With one small exception, Blue Canyon CubeSat bus is working well

• Primary conclusions
� NASA ESTO technology demonstration success
� Earth radiation budget measurements for future constellation mission (“science goal”) more complicated

• The good
� Carbon nanotubes (“VACNTs”) work in space, specifically as radiometer absorbers
� Gallium phase-change black bodies for calibration monitoring
� Long-term stability demonstrated
� Reconstruction of spatial information from WFOV “single pixels”
� Qualitative (at least) agreement with reanalysis and CERES

• The “less good”
� Short-term fluctuations problematic (for climate-level observations), 

most likely due to inadequate thermal knowledge and control

• RAVAN today:
� Still flying, targeting CERES coincidences (as closely as possible)
� Working with NASA LaRC to assess absolute accuracy vs. CERES

Context and some conclusions
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Compact payload hosts two technologies
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trolled heat sink and cavities. The ERIS mission 
does not have the space, mass or power that was 
available to NISTAR; therefore, the ERIS de-
tector design includes, in addition to the out-
ward looking cavity, a reference cavity viewing 
the inside of the instrument. The temperature 
sensors of the two cavities are connected in op-
posing arms of a resistive bridge which will 
compensate for signal noise produced by the 
thermal characteristics of the instrument hous-
ing. Most prior Earth radiation budget (ERB) 
instruments and all of the total solar irradiance 
instruments have employed this type of refer-
ence cavity design (or reference thermistor flake 
design) with a resistive bridge to remove com-
mon mode thermal changes. 

Vertically Aligned Carbon Nanotube De-
sign Heritage. The Sensor Science Nano/Micro 
Systems group lead by Dr. Stergios Papadakis 
in the Milton Eisenhower Research Center at 
APL, has a history of providing vertically 
aligned carbon nanotube (VACNT) forests for a 
variety of terrestrial and space-based instrument 
applications [Papadakis et al., 2002; Papadakis 
et al., 2003]. Currently, these forests are being 
applied to internally funded stray light control 
applications in infrared (IR) instrumentation as 
well as two NASA ROSES projects, one to de-
velop photon blocking applications for solid-
state energetic particle detectors and another to 
develop field-emission-based harsh-environ-

ment electronics. Terrestrial applications are 
also ongoing to develop an IR scene projector in 
collaboration with APL’s Air and Missile De-
fense Department, and a field-emission-based 
terahertz source supported by the Office of Na-
val Research. APL can produce a large run of 
the ERIS-specified absorbers in a matter of 
weeks. 

Although most institutions, including APL, 
have no direct heritage with space qualified and 
flown VACNT technology it has been shown 
that these absorbers demonstrate extremely flat 
response across a wide wavelength range [Mi-
zuno et al., 2009] and have a number of favora-
ble material properties. Currently, Nanocomp, 
Inc., has operational nanotube technology on 
Juno (launched 5 August 2011), a classified 
DoD cubesat program (2011), and the Interna-
tional Space Station Materials International 
Space Station Experiment (MISSE) 8 (launched 
May 2011). APL currently has TRL-3 vertically 
aligned carbon nanotube technology that will be 
elevated to higher TRL under a trade study and 
space qualification activities during Phase A 
trade study (Fig. F-10). 

Modification for ERIS Mission. As dis-
cussed in section F.3.1, APL plans to mount the 
vertically aligned carbon nanotube absorbers 
for the form factor of ERIS and conduct per-
formance and environmental tests to raise the 
nanotube absorbers to TRL-6 by PDR. While 
the heritage cavity design derived from the 

 
Figure J10-8. An APL technician moves a fresh batch of 
vertically aligned carbon nanotube forests from one of the 
Laboratory’s tube furnaces. Currently these forests can 
be grown in one day or less. 

 
Figure J10-9. Growth from rectangular-patterned catalyst 
region of VACNT substrate. 
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Launched Nov 2016, still flying
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Credit: United Launch Alliance, 
Lockheed Martin

RAVAN (~575 km)

130° FoV

Launch 11/11/16

RAVAN 3U CubeSat
Blue Canyon Technologies bus

June 13, 2018

(dark space)



Instrument long-term stability, but short-term fluctuations
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VACNT Total VACNT SW

VACNT Total VACNT SW
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Gallium melt provides repeatable reference
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BB temperature



Gallium transition observed by radiometer
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BB temperature

Radiometer signal



Instrument long-term stability, but short-term fluctuations
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Ga BB 
observations

Black body for VACNT Total channel failed in March 2017



Solar observations for absolute scale
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VACNT Total VACNT SW



Solar (eclipse) observations
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Nadir observations of outgoing flux
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Dataset is episodic (grrr—not by design)
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Data downlink hampered by 
ground-level UHF interference



VACNT and cavity radiometers well correlated
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Comparison of first 6 
months of mission

Total
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“Single-pixel camera” contains spatial information
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Single day (June 27, 2017) of RAVAN LW flux (Total – SW)



...however, wide FOV (130°)
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Single day (June 27, 2017) of RAVAN LW flux (Total – SW)



Spatial reconstruction from a single day of data
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Reconstructions work of Sonia and Nolan Reilly, student interns

MERRA-2
reanalysis,
TOA LW flux,
daily mean
June 27, 2017

Reconstruction:
RAVAN 
sampling 
of MERRA-2
hourly TOA 
LW flux

Reconstruction: RAVAN LW flux data



Qualitative agreement with CERES TOA flux
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a compensation between RSF cooling and OLR heating. The exceptions are the marine stratocumulus
clouds for which the RSF cooling is not compensated by OLR heating.

Figure 4. The 10-year mean CERES EBAF Reflected Solar Flux.

Figure 5. The 10-year mean CERES EBAF Outgoing Longwave Radiation.

Figure 6 shows the climatology of the OLR from the ERBS WFOV between +/� 57 degrees
from 1985 to 1997. Although it clearly has a lower spatial resolution than CERES—see Figure 5— it shows
similar features.
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Figure 6. The 13-year mean ERBS Wide Field Of View (WFOV) Outgoing Longwave Radiation.

6. Interannual Variability and Long-Term Changes

Tropical convection is caused by the diurnal wave of solar heating travelling around the Earth from
east to west. Land masses heat up more quickly than oceans, and therefore tropical convection occurs
preferentially over land. Two stable convection maxima—visible as OLR minima in Figure 5—exist
over the land masses of South America and Central Africa. A third convection maximum exists
around Indonesia, with a western branch towards the Indian Ocean, and an eastern branch towards
the Pacific. Since not much land is present in this area, the ‘Indonesian’ convection maximum is
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clouds for which the RSF cooling is not compensated by OLR heating.

Figure 4. The 10-year mean CERES EBAF Reflected Solar Flux.

Figure 5. The 10-year mean CERES EBAF Outgoing Longwave Radiation.

Figure 6 shows the climatology of the OLR from the ERBS WFOV between +/� 57 degrees
from 1985 to 1997. Although it clearly has a lower spatial resolution than CERES—see Figure 5— it shows
similar features.
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Figure 6. The 13-year mean ERBS Wide Field Of View (WFOV) Outgoing Longwave Radiation.

6. Interannual Variability and Long-Term Changes

Tropical convection is caused by the diurnal wave of solar heating travelling around the Earth from
east to west. Land masses heat up more quickly than oceans, and therefore tropical convection occurs
preferentially over land. Two stable convection maxima—visible as OLR minima in Figure 5—exist
over the land masses of South America and Central Africa. A third convection maximum exists
around Indonesia, with a western branch towards the Indian Ocean, and an eastern branch towards
the Pacific. Since not much land is present in this area, the ‘Indonesian’ convection maximum is

10-year mean CERES EBAF Flux, Dewitte et al. [2017]

CERES SW

CERES LW



Leveraging ERBE non-scanner work to retrieve RAVAN’s 
“TOA” flux, for quantitative comparison with CERES
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impacted the stability of the radiative fluxes 

2) Accounting for changing instrument radiometric offsets, 
which affected the stability and absolute accuracy of the 

radiative fluxes 
3) Intercalibrating measurements from multiple on-orbit 

nonscanner instruments needed to provide full global 

diurnal coverage.  
 

 
Fig. 3. ERBE nonscanner data processing system diagram. 

A. On-orbit Instrument Gain Variations 

The ERBE WFOV nonscanner was designed with a relative 
on-orbit calibration capability in order to determine instrument 

drifts with time. The radiometer viewed the Sun and an internal 

calibration source every two weeks to monitor changes in 
instrument gains. Using this method, the on-orbit performance 

of the ERBS’s total-channel ACR was determined to be stable 
to within 0.5 Wm-2 over 15-years [25]. The long-term 

performance of the shortwave channel was not quite as good. 

The root cause of the larger shortwave instrument degradation 
was determined to be decreasing optical transmission due to 

exposure of the WFOV shortwave dome to solar radiation 
during spacecraft sunrise, sunset, and bi-weekly solar 

calibration events. The magnitude of this degradation was time 

dependent and varied as a function of wavelength of shortwave 
radiation and the spatial pattern of the total cumulative solar 

dosage on the shortwave dome [26], [27]. Similar shortwave 

dome degradation issues also occurred with the Nimbus-7 
nonscanner instrument [28]. These spectrally- and spatially-

dependent effects were very difficult to account for once the 
instrument is in orbit.  Fig. 4 shows the time series of the ERBS 

nonscanner WFOV total and shortwave instrument gain as a 

function of time, determined by the ERBS bi-weekly on-orbit 
solar calibration data [25]. The gain, which is equivalent to 

transmission throughput, was defined as unity at the beginning 

of the mission. Without the silica dome, the total sensor gain 
showed no sign of degradation with time. This was in contrast 

to the large change in gain for the shortwave sensor, which 
decreased 8.8% over the mission lifetime due to exposure to 

direct sunlight. Because of the lack of spectral and spatial 

information on the shortwave dome at the time of data 
processing, the ERBE instrument team assumed the dome 

degradation to be spectrally and spatially uniform. A simple 

time dependent shortwave gain correction was then developed 

based on these solar calibration data. This correction was 
applied to the original WFOV nonscanner shortwave data by 

increasing the satellite shortwave measurement by a spectrally-
independent ~8.8% over time. 

 

Fig. 4. Time history of the ERBS nonscanner instrument gain for the WFOV 
total radiometer (red) and the WFOV shortwave radiometer (blue) from 
11/14/1984 to 9/30/1999. Note that the ERBS nonscanner shortwave gain 
increased slightly during 1988-89 period when atmospheric densities amplified 
at ERBS altitude associated with the maximum solar magnitude activity. The 
increased atomic oxygen concentrations from this event, acting as a bleaching 
agent, cleaned the shortwave filter dome surface slightly. Data Source [25].  
 

While this simple solar-calibration correction was used 

successfully in fixing the majority of the shortwave dome 
problems, it did not completely eliminate all shortwave dome 

transmission related artifacts as seen in Fig. 5, which shows the 

time series of daytime and nighttime longwave flux over the 
tropics and the corresponding differences between them [29]. 

The nighttime longwave, deduced from the total channel alone, 

was stable over time. The daytime longwave, produced by 
subtracting the shortwave channel measurement from the total 

channel measurement, would normally be expected to show 
similar levels of stability, yet it showed an increase with time. 

The artificial growth of daytime longwave was consistent with 

a spectrally-dependent shortwave dome degradation effect in 
which the shorter wavelength signals (i.e., blue scene from clear 

ocean) degraded faster than their longer wavelength 
counterparts (i.e., cloudy scene). Such spectrally-dependent 

transmission degradation effects are typical of silica-based 

optics exposed to solar ultraviolet radiation. The spectrally flat 
ERBE nonscanner gain correction resulted in too low of the 

shortwave signal and hence longwave enhanced since longwave 

during the day was calculated from total minus shortwave. The 
magnitude of this additional artifact on the shortwave flux was 

on the order of 1% over the 15-year period. This result 
suggested that solar calibration data alone cannot remove all 

shortwave instrument artifacts since the ERBE solar calibration 

correction assumed spectrally- and spatially- uniform dome 
degradation with time. In reality, the ERBE shortwave dome 

transmission loss was both spectrally and spatially dependent 
as noted earlier. It was nearly impossible to discriminate and to 

completely remove these artifacts from the measurements after 

launch. The shortwave dome degradation, if left uncorrected, 
can alias into the long-term nonscanner data record. Wong et al. 

[29] developed a secondary correction for shortwave and 

From “On the Lessons Learned from the Operations of the ERBE Nonscanner Instrument in Space and the Production of the 
Nonscanner TOA Radiation Budget Dataset” [Wong et al., TGRS, in press, 2018] 

RAVAN satellite-altitude flux, 

altitude/lat/lon/time

RAVAN time–space averaged TOA flux

RAVAN instantaneous TOA flux



Summary
• RAVAN (InVEST-2012) launched Nov 11, 2016 and is still operating

� Four radiometers working; one (of two) gallium black bodies failed
� With one small exception, Blue Canyon CubeSat bus is working well

• Primary conclusions
� NASA ESTO technology demonstration success
� Earth radiation budget science measurements challenging

• The good
� Carbon nanotubes (“VACNTs”) work in space, specifically as radiometer absorbers
� Gallium phase-change black bodies for calibration monitoring
� Long-term stability demonstrated
� Reconstruction of spatial information from WFOV “single pixels”
� Qualitative (at least) agreement with reanalysis and CERES

• The “less good”
� Short-term fluctuations problematic (for climate-level observations), 

most likely due to inadequate thermal knowledge and control

• RAVAN today:
� Still flying, targeting CERES coincidences (as closely as possible)
� Working with NASA LaRC to assess absolute accuracy vs. CERES
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!  The objective of RAVAN is to demonstrate a 
radiometer that is compact, low cost, and 
absolutely accurate to NIST traceable 
standards.  

!  RAVAN and CubeSats allow for constellations 
that are affordable in sufficient numbers to 
measure Earth’s radiative diurnal cycle and 
absolute energy imbalance to climate 
accuracies (globally at 0.3 W/m2) for the first 
time. 

!  This is very aggressive….. 
"  We have a plan. 

Sensor Head continued 

22 APL Proprietary 

!  Two Channel Bolometric Sensor 
"  Total Channel 

•  responsivity out to >200 µm 
"  Short Wave (SW) Channel 

•  Sapphire Dome transmission ~150 nm to  ~6 µm 
"  Wide Dynamic Range of 1400 W/m2  

•  This covers the Earth (100 to 750 W/m2) and the Sun (1361 W/m2) 
"  WFOV ~130 Degrees  

•  Which is wider than the Earth disk 
•  FOV defined by the Earth disk and a precision NIST measured aperture 

"  Vertically Aligned Carbon Nano Tubes (VACNT) 
•  Capable of Spectrally Flat absorbtance from UV to < 200 µm 
•  SW: SIRCUS-Type Spectral Resp.Cal 1σ<0.05% 
•  Full solar reflected range 

"  Fixed-Point Gallium BB in Cover 
•  Repeatable and Stable Source  

-  Goal: 1σ 0.005 K (.03 W/m2 ) 

!  VACNT Investigation 
"  Spectral Absorptivity is the key  

RAVAN Sensor Head 

23 APL Proprietary 

Images)from)NanoLab)Inc.)

Payload

RAVAN


